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1. Monks and the Middle Ages in Nidderdale
In the early 12th Century two small groups of monks left their
Abbeys in Furness and York to begin new, simpler, and harsher, lives worshipping God near to
Nidderdale. In a short time, these monks had
founded new Abbeys which would eventually
own all the land in the
Upper Nidd Valley and which would
transform the Nidderdale landscape.
What are monks?
Did you know?
Monks are people who decide that they
The name ‘Cistercian’ comes from
want to spend their life worshipping God. Cistercium—the Latin name for
They might live on their own, or live with Citeaux near Dijon in France.
Here, a group of Benedictine
a group of others in a monastery or abbey. In the Middle ages, which is the time monks started a new Abbey –
Citeaux Abbey, which was strictfrom around 1000 to 1500 AD, there were er with a focus on hard manual
two main religious orders to which monks and nuns bework.
longed: The Benedictines and the Cistercians. The monks of
this area chose to become ‘Cistercians’. They were sometimes
known as the ‘White Monks’ because they wore light coloured
woollen un-dyed ‘habits’. Compared to the Benedictine monks
who wore black, they were very strict and believed in working
hard with their own hands - growing and making everything they
needed themselves rather than relying on other people; they were
self-sufficient.
The Abbeys they founded
These monks chose wild and remote places to build new abbeys because they wanted to
get away from everyone else and focus on their faith. One group were given land in the
remote Skell Valley near Ripon and another group were given rather marshy land near
Thirsk. We now know these places as Fountains Abbey and Byland Abbey, founded in
1132 and 1147 respectively.

Byland Abbey

Fountains Abbey

Both Abbeys grew and became wealthy organisations. But a 1538 Act of Parliament
passed by Henry VIII decided that all the Abbeys should be dismantled and all their
contents sold off or given away. Monks lived at the Abbeys for a period of 400 years;
during this time the land they owned in Nidderdale helped them to prosper.
The Abbeys are given Nidderdale land
In the Middle Ages, all land in the country was owned by the King—or by the
barons he had chosen to give it to. Nidderdale, and much of the area around it,
belonged to a Lord Montbray, also known as Roger de Mowbray, who used it for
chasing and hunting wild
Roger De Mowbray
animals. This land, which was
free of any large towns or
villages, was the perfect place
for the new Abbeys to
develop and expand.
Barons or Lords would often
support monks with gifts or
leases of lands (a lease is
Did you know?
when people are allowed to
Upper Nidderdale used to be called
use land for a certain length of time).
Nidderdale Chase because it was an area
In return, the monks would agree to pray for
used for hunting by the wealthy Lords and
Barons of the North of England.
them. The Barons
thought this would Did you know:
The Domesay Book is William the
help their soul to go Conqueror’s written record of all
towns and villages
to heaven. In reality, the
existing in England when he invaded
monks often also paid money in 1066. Much of
Nidderdale is
to them as well. Roger de
listed as ‘waste’ in
Mowbray, his mother and his this book!
wife, Alice de Gant, were keen
supporters of the Cistercian monks and, over the years,
You can see very low stone boundary
they gave, leased or sold land to both Abbeys. Some of
walls in some parts of Nidderdale which
look as if they have been made higher
this money paid for Roger to go on ‘Crusade’ battles in
later on.
Palestine.
To start with, De Mowbray made sure the
monks of Nidderdale didn’t spoil his
hunting by insisting that they keep any
walls low and by banning large noisy dogs
at their farms. De Mowbray continued his
support and, by the time of his death in
1188, the Cistercian monks had land in
every part of Upper Nidderdale, as you
can see on this map.
Did you know:
Cistercian Monks were not supposed to hunt. However, we
know from the records at Fountains Abbey that some of the
later Abbots (the people in charge of the Abbey) particular-

2. The Grange Farms of Nidderdale
As the number of monks living at Fountains and Byland grew, they needed more crops,
animals and other resources to meet their own needs. They needed to clear and farm
the land they had acquired from wealthy Lords such as Roger de Mowbray and they did
so by recruiting lay-brothers and setting up Grange Farms.
Lay-brothers and Grange Farms.
Lay brothers were people who joined the Cistercian
Order as workers. Many could not read or write and
there was no intention for them to ever become full
‘choir’ monks. They wore brown tunics instead of the
choir monks’ white ones, but they were expected to
keep to the monastery rules. It must have been difficult
to be a lay brother; they had to remain silent unless
they really had to speak and they were expected to
keep the same prayer routine as the Choir Monks.
Imagine getting up at 2.45a.m? Lay-brothers at Granges
were allowed more food than those based at the Abbey
because their work was hard, but they were not
allowed to drink beer.
A Grange was much like any other farm. It was a place
where the Abbey’s
IMPORTANT GRANGES
workers could be
& LODGES
based close to the
IN NIDDERDALE
land. It was mainly the lay-brothers who ran the
Granges, although servants and peasants were sometimes hired. The Choir Monks themselves were expected to do some hard labour, especially at harvest,
Ramsgill was
the main Nidderdale
but a Grangemaster—usually a lay-brother—was in
Grange for Byland Abbey
charge and he would work with the Cellarer at the
and the others were
owned by Fountains.
Abbey to ensure that enough produce was sent
there. In Nidderdale, important Granges were set up
at Ramsgill, Bouthwaite, Brimham, Dacre and Bewerley.
Bewerley Chapel,
Daily Prayers and Grange Chapels
late 1400s
Lay-brothers at the Granges were too far from their Abbey to
worship there, so they prayed at work, stopping to say prayers
and psalms, possibly led by the Grangemaster. They were also
visited by a Monk called a ‘Master Conversi’ who heard their
confessions on Saturdays. Chapels were built at all the main
Nidderdale Granges except Dacre and the one at Bewerley still
survives, but the lay-brothers were not allowed to use them!
The existence of these chapels may therefore suggest that ‘choir monks’, Abbots and
special guests visited regularly—showing just how important the Granges were.

The influence of the Abbeys spreads throughout Nidderdale
Soon, the Grange system spread through the Upper Dale, with new Granges, Lodges
and outposts built along the valley sides within convenient walking distance of each
other. Some specialised in rearing sheep, others in dairy farming and most had
some crops. There were also outposts responsible for lead mining, such as at
Coldstonesfold (now Greenhow) and for iron smelting at Smelthouses.
Did you know?
Monks thought it was good for the health to
have blood taken out of your body several
times a year. Up to four pints of blood would
be let out from a cut on a monk’s body. This
would make him weak and he was then allowed to rest—sometimes at the outlying
Granges, such as Brimham or Bewerley —
for a few days.

Some Granges such as Brimham
and Bewerley were also used for
entertaining the Abbot or for looking
after Monks who had been unwell.
Many Grange farms in Nidderdale have been farmed ever since they were first set
up by monks over 500 years ago. Most still have the word ’Grange’ in their name
linking them to the days when the farms first belonged to the Abbeys.
What might a ‘Grange’ have looked like?
Few of the original Grange buildings have survived in Nidderdale. The reason for
this is probably because many were made from wooden frames with a straw or
heather thatched roof which, over time, would rot away causing the building to fall
down or be replaced. Some ‘lodges’ were just sheep folds made of dry stone walls
or hedges which were roofed with ferns. Here, a shepherd might even look after up
to 300 to 400 sheep. However, some of the more important Grange buildings such
as Ramsgill and Bewerley were probably made out of stone. Evidence tells us that in
Nidderdale, stone roof slates and glass windows were used in some
locations and Brimham Grange, which was a favourite retreat of
Abbot Marmaduke Huby in the 1400s, even had a tiled floor.
Cistercian Granges sometimes had a courtyard with a gate-house, ditches or walls
around the outside. In this picture of a
Grange, notice the walled ‘green lane’ going
over the hill which was used to move animals safely between higher and lower
pastures. Aerial views of today’s Grange
farms show that lanes such as these com- Archaeologists are searching for features at Nidderdale Grange
Farms which might tell us more. However, the layout of Grange
ing down from the moors still exist at
farms was probably quite similar to farms today.
many of them.

3. Do ewe know your Nidderdale sheep
facts?
The Cistercian monks of Yorkshire were famous for their sheep
farming, even overseas. They became very wealthy from it and
Nidderdale was part of their sheep farming success. An enormous
area of pasture land was needed for their many animals to graze
on—in fact, old records from the year 1300 suggest that Fountains
Abbey alone may have had up to 18,000 sheep! Nidderdale was
the perfect link between the miles of open moorland needed for
grazing and the lower lands of the Abbeys themselves and, in
winter and early spring, the sheltered hillsides of the Nidd Valley
would, literally, be full of sheep.
Why were sheep so important?
In those days sheep provided so many things which were used every day: wool for clothes and blankets; milk which could be used to make butter and cheese; sheep skins which could be used for all
types of products including fleece blankets, leather items and parchment— a type of ‘paper’. Even
sheep manure was highly valued because it was known to make crops grow better. Every part of a
sheep was used for something. Even the bones would be used for glue, and the stomach would be used
to make rennet, an ingredient of cheese. The Fountains Abbey ‘Memorandum Book’ provides evidence
of much of this, including sales of sheepskins in the mid 1400s to a Robert Glover of Ripley, Nidderdale.
Guess what he used the skins for? Yes –gloves! Overall, sheep were big business.
How were sheep cared for?
The sheep were looked after in different places, depending on the
time of year (see Medieval farming calendar). In late spring, sheep of
the Grange farms of Nidderdale were taken up to higher land onto
the moors to the west at Craven and even as far away as Wharfedale.
However, at Michaelmas (29th September), the flocks were brought
back again for the winter. They were cared for at ‘sheepcotes’ or
sheepfolds on the valley sides in the colder months.

Wanted: Dead or Alive!
If an animal had died on one of
the Grange farms, it was very
important that the animal was
returned to the Abbey.
Fountains had its own tannery
where the animal hide would be
made into leather.

What was a sheepcote?
You can see many old sheepfolds marked on Ordnance Survey Maps of the dale. Some of these might
be medieval and some will be from different eras. Sheepfolds are pens used to gather the sheep together. Sheepcotes, however, were covered pens—not everyone agrees exactly what a sheepcote was
like in those days. Some archaeologists think that sheepcotes (as opposed to sheepfolds) were stone or
wooden-framed buildings possibly with two floors, a heather thatched roof and with room for hay,
beans and oats to feed them in poor weather. The quality
of wool produced in this area makes some experts think
that sheep must have been really well housed in winter.
Important sheepcotes would also have been surrounded by
some ‘closed’ fields (meaning fenced or walled fields) to
keep the animals from straying during winter grazing and,
at lambing times, the shepherd would have stayed with the
sheep, so there may have been somewhere to sleep. There
may even have been a dairy where the sheep’s milk could
be made into cheese, and somewhere temporary to store
wool after shearing until it was taken to the Abbey.

Tar very much!
We think of tar as the black, strong-smelling gloop they use to mend roads. But in the Middle Ages,
they used to put it on sheep! Shepherds and lay-brothers who worked on the Abbey Grange farms
were expected to carry a pot of tar with them which was mixed with grease. The Abbey records
tell us that they were supplied with large quantities of this and its purpose
was to kill parasites and stop ‘sheep scab’. Hundreds of years later farmers
were still using this ‘salve’ on sheep, which was also thought to help them
stay warm in winter. It was a huge job. The wool was parted and the mixture
was rubbed on the sheep’s skin until the whole body was covered. A fast
worker could do twenty sheep in a day. Imagine the mess! Imagine the smell!
Rub a dub dub, three men in a dub!
From the Middle Ages right through to the mid 20th Century, sheep were washed in streams which
had been dammed up at one end. These were called wash dubs. Clean wool could fetch a higher
price than dirty wool, but it was a cold job washing the sheep; the men might stay up to their
waist in water for two hours or more at a time. Over the years, and long after the monks had left
the dale, this continued and became a social event for local people who brought their sheep from
far afield to be washed. You can see from this 1908 picture taken at a wash dub at Stean Moor in
Nidderdale, that ladies even wore their best hats and everyone brought picnics.

Medieval muck
Have you ever heard the saying, “Where there’s muck, there’s brass?” Brass is an old fashioned
nickname for money and, years ago, manure was a very valuable product. Even in the Middle Ages, they knew that animal dung made arable crops grow much better. In
Did you know?
Nidderdale, oats would have been deliberately grown on fields near to the
Dung was also used
places where animals were kept in winter and spring. This is because
for making a mixture
animals could ‘deliver’ their droppings directly onto those fields—just where known as ‘daub’, a bit
like plaster, which was
they were needed! Sometimes you can see field names on the maps called
spread onto woven
‘Haver Garth’ or Haver Close. Haver was the old word for oats—and garth
sticks (wattle) to make
was the old word for ‘fenced field’. In Bewerley, why do you think ‘Haver
the walls of houses!
Garth’ might be next to ‘Lamb Hill’?
Sheep and ‘roads’
Sheepcotes and barns were often situated
near to cart roads as wool would need to be
taken to and from the Abbeys. Also some
hay and winter food for the sheep might
need to be transported from elsewhere.
Throughout Nidderdale you can see the green lanes or ‘hollow’ ways which would have been used
to herd sheep up and down the dale and to and from the moorlands and the Abbeys themselves.
This is the route to ‘Lodge’ which, as the name suggests, was a ‘lodge’ of Byland Abbey, important
for sheep rearing. You can walk to Lodge from the dam at Scar House reservoir. The track
continues right over the moor into Coverdale.

4. Dressing in sheep’s clothing
In the Middle Ages, most clothes were made from wool, and the
fine wool from the Cistercian Abbeys of Yorkshire was in big
demand. In Nidderdale, it was transported from the Granges
and Lodges along rough tracks to the Fountains Abbey
woolhouse, were it would be sorted ready for sale. From there,
the wool would go to the river ports of Boroughbridge and York
and then be taken to the sea ports and on to other parts of the
UK, Italy and Flanders (Holland). Wool was such big business for
Fountains that it even started to dye cloth and in 1224, it was
known to have its own ship licensed to carry wool.
Spinning, weaving and fulling
Soon people in Nidderdale were spinning the sheep fleeces into wool
threads and producing unfinished cloth at home by weaving using
‘looms’ like the one in the picture. Even after careful weaving, the
threads of this type of cloth (the weft and the warp) would still be
visible. So, to make it into firmer stronger and softer cloth, the gaps in
the threads needed to be closed. This was called ‘fulling’.
Did you know:
It was easier to spin wool into threads with the ‘grease’ left in it. Spinning
by hand was a long job, but at least the grease, or lanolin, in the wool made
your hands soft. ‘Fulling’ helped to get rid of the grease, but lanolin is still
used in hand creams today.

Fulling cloth was hard and extremely unpleasant work. It
involved soaking the woven material in stale urine and
people – known as fullers or walkers – would tread on it
for several hours. The gaps between the threads would
close up and then the material would be hung to dry and
stretched on wooden frames with ’tenterhooks’. The urine
and the sun and wind would help to bleach the cloth as
well, and the ammonia in the urine would have the effect
of removing the grease in the cloth left from the sheep’s
wool.
By the 13th and 14th Centuries, fulling mills were set up in lower Nidderdale and records from 1539
show that Byland Abbey had its own fulling mill in Upper Nidderdale at Heathfield at this time.
Waterwheels were used to drive hammers into the cloth which avoided people either having to
tread on it or bash the cloth with a mallet by hand.
Monks clothing
The outfit worn by monks in Nidderdale, called a habit, was made of wool.
Choir monks wore ‘white’ habits, which were really the colour of sheep’s wool
rather than pure white. Lay brothers wore darker tunics. You can find out
more, and see a monk’s habit on display, at Nidderdale Museum. You can also
find out about the life of choir monks and lay-brothers by visiting Fountains
Abbey. What do you think it would have been like walking to and from the
Abbey in the middle of Summer wearing this long woollen robe ?

5. Nidderdale cattle in the Middle Ages—a
‘moo’ving story!
If you have read the famous nursery story ’Jack and the Beanstalk’, which many believe
goes back to the Middle Ages or earlier, you will know how important cows were to
people in those days. There were no supermarkets for milk, no cars for carting your
things about or tractors for ploughing the fields. Even a horse was a luxury. Cattle were
multi-purpose must-have items . Without a cow, you could be in trouble! Nidderdale
was extremely important for its cattle and dairy farming too.

13th
Century
15th
Century

What’s more, cattle became even more important in Nidderdale as time went on. In the
13th century, there was one cow to every five sheep in the dale, but by the early 15th
Century there was one cow for every two sheep. In other
Did you know:
words, there were a much larger number of cows compared
In the 15th Century, one bible might
to the same number of sheep. One explanation for this is
take 170 calf skins. Joyce Salisbury—
an expert on animals in the Middle
possibly the Black Death, which halved the human
Ages—worked out that the Gutenpopulation in some places in Nidderdale. Fewer people
berg Bible, with its 35 copies, would
take 6,000 calves to produce.
were required to look after cattle than sheep and this may
explain the switch from wool to dairy produce.
Why were cattle so important?
Cattle provided: milk, which was also used to make butter and cheese; skins which were
used to make leather goods and, also, calf skins were used to make a very special type
of ‘paper’ called vellum, which was very valuable. Even more valuable were the skins
from calves not even born yet. The very first bibles were thought to have been printed
on vellum. Cattle also provided manure and, of course, beef. The monks were not
supposed to eat meat unless they were unwell (or nobody was looking!), but they
could still sell it to others. Oxen were also vitally important to life in the middle ages.
Did you know? Up until the 12th
Century, cattle were grazed in
woodland and upland pastures.
This logically follows from the
natural wild habitat of their ancestors – the aurochs - who would
browse (‘munch’, to you and I) on
the shoots of shrubs and bushes
(see prehistory animals section).

Ox-power
Oxen were simply cattle which had been trained to perform heavy jobs such as pulling carts and
ploughs. They were usually male and would be larger animals. Sometimes females were trained by
families and could do the role of an ox and provide milk. Oxen were often worked in teams of eight and
there are a number of Fountains Abbey records of Granges operating ox teams in Nidderdale.
How were cattle cared for?
We don’t often see herds of cattle grazing on the Uplands of Yorkshire these days, but in the Middle Ages, Nidderdale cattle were put to graze on high land and only brought down into the valley in Summer to
‘fatten them up’ or to improve their milk yield. Once cows had calved, the calves were weaned (which
means given food not provided by their mother). The milk could then be collected—and this was done
by hand.
Cows and crops
Cows would also be tethered on land to be used for crops and hay,
to help ‘manure’ it. A good crop of hay, beans and oats was essential to feed the cattle over the winter. If the crop of winter feed
failed, this would have a devastating effect; there would not be
enough food to keep the animals and they would have to be
slaughtered in autumn. Loose cattle were sometimes a problem in
the Middle Ages, as there were few walls and hedges to prevent
them wandering onto crops. The offending cow would be caught
by local people and put in a small enclosure called a ‘pinfold’
where the owner would have to pay to have it released. There is a
pinfold in the village
of Ramsgill.

The pinfold at Ramsgill

The ‘cow’ calendar in Nidderdale
The movement of cattle up and down the dale would have been a
common sight in the Middle Ages. For nearly four hundred years, the
people who ran the Nidderdale Grange farms used the holy festivals to
mark the occasions
when the cattle were rounded up in Nidderdale. And there were a lot of
cattle. In 1496, there were at least 612 cattle in belonging to just Fountains Abbey alone. Christopher
Browne was a Keeper of Bouthwaite Grange in 1512. His diary entries might look like this:
Is it OK if we don’t
celebrate Martinmas
this year?

Lady Day

(March25th)

Move male cattle from sheltered valley to higher grazing on
the nearby millstone grit moorland of the dale.

Move 9 or 10 of the oldest cows to the Abbey for their last
Whitsuntide
(end of May / early June or sev- Summer to be fattened up (remember to say goodbye to Daisy). Move year-old cattle (stirks) to Abbey to be branded.
enth Sunday after Easter)
Make sure to take at least 30 of them or pay a fine.

Michaelmas (29th September) Gather at ‘Toft Gate’ which is up on the hill towards

Greenhow from Pateley Bridge to collect new cows (heifers)
to replace the old ones that were taken to the Abbey. Remember to get there early and catch up with farming friends.

Martinmas (11th November)

Decide how many animals to keep over winter and how
many to...well...you know...move them to the butcher!

And in between all that ‘moo’ving of cattle, there was all the calving and the milking to be done.

Cheese and butter making
Cheese
In the Middle Ages, as milk could not be stored
without going off, spare milk from cattle and
sheep was made into butter and cheese. A cow
might produce up to seven stones of cheese and
stone of butter a year.

a

Making cheese was a fairly simple process. It
involved adding rennet (made from an animal’s
stomach) to warm milk and allowing it to curdle.
Curdling is when the milk seems to separate into
both firmer ‘blobs’ and runny liquid – a bit like
cottage cheese. The runny liquid—the whey— is
strained out of the curds and the curds can then be pressed into a mould to make the
cheese. The cheese could be stored for many days or even months and so was an important source of food in medieval times. Many of the agreements between the keepers
of the grange farms in Nidderdale and the Abbeys included them giving the Abbey a large
quantity of cheese every year. In 1512, Bouthwaite farm had to provide eighty stones of
cheese a year!
Butter
Making butter took a very long time. Cream was poured into a lidded
barrel which had a plunger built into it. The plunger was then pushed in
and out of the cream until this mixing separated it into fatty ‘lumps’
and watery buttermilk. All the buttermilk was poured away and removed from the butter by putting it into a cloth and squeezing. The
butter was ‘patted’ together and shaped into rounds. Salt may have
been added to the butter to preserve it for longer. In 1512 Bouthwaite
farm had to send forty stones of butter a year to Fountains Abbey, or
pay a fine for not meeting their quota. That is the same weight in
butter as four of your school teachers!

6. Nidderdale and horses in the Middle Ages
Horses were an important part of life in the Middle Ages—they could take you places
— literally! If you were a wealthy nobleman, you wouldn’t have been able to buy a
Ferrari, but you could get your hands on the next best thing: a horse from the north!
A good horse was a status symbol— a bit like a fast car would be today. We know
that horses were bred in Nidderdale because, in the 12th century, Byland Abbey was
given permission to graze large numbers of them at one of the first Granges to be established in the upper dale. Roger de Mowbray allowed the monks to keep 80 mares
(female horses) and their foals on land in the ‘forest of Higrefield’, which we now
know as the land to the west of Gouthwaite reservoir.
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Colt is the word for a young horse. Can you find six place labels on the map above
which include the word ‘Colt’? These place names point us to the land controlled by
this early Grange and show us the importance of horses here. Horses bred by the
Cistercians in the North of England had a reputation for quality. So much so that they
were wanted by royalty of the time.
Royal seal of approval for monastery horses
In 1236, Henry III of England asked for two palfreys (lighter weight
horses which were good for riding long distances) from northern
parts. In the end, they were provided by nearby Rievaulx and
Jervaulx abbeys. Good horses were very expensive to buy. It was
mainly oxen in the Middle Ages which were used for farm work
Engraving of Henry III’s great
such as ploughing and pulling carts, not horses.
seal, which includes a horse.

7. Other animals in Middle Ages Nidderdale
Pigs
We often think of pigs as being kept in a sty or pen, but in the Middle Ages,
they were often kept in the semi-wild. That is people would pay a landowner to allow the pigs to snuffle around for acorns and other food in
their woodland. This was called ‘pannaging’. Then the pigs
might be rounded up in November for their meat. We know
that pigs were kept in this way in Nidderdale because in the
12th Century, Roger de Mowbray gave Byland Abbey
permission to keep thirty sows, their young of up to two
years and five boars on the land north and west of Upper Nidderdale. The
pigs had to be removed, however, for a month from early June to early July because pigs could attack young deer in the forest. De Mowbray wanted keep the deer safe so
that he could kill them for fun later!
Wolves
Wolves are often painted as the villain in nursery tales aren’t
they. In the Middle Ages they were seen as a real problem for
farmers who wanted to keep their animals safe. We know
from old records that the shepherds
at nearby Rievaulx Abbey carried
horns and set traps for wolves. Also,
research of old records by the University of Sheffield led them to believe
that “the lay-brothers and servants of
the abbey's granges in Nidderdale used bows and arrows and kept mastiffs [dogs] to guard against the threat of wolves” (see Cistercians in Yorkshire web pages).
Bees
Today, if we want honey, we just buy it from the shops in a jar, but in the Middle Ages if you wanted honey, you had to keep bees. We know that the monasteries with lands in Nidderdale were likely to have kept bees for a number of reasons. Firstly, bees were
mentioned when land was given to the monks by Roger De Mowbray in the
12th Century. Secondly, honey was the only way of sweetening things, as
sugar was not commonly available until the 15th Century and even then it
was very expensive. Thirdly, honey was used to make mead which (according
to James Bond (2004), author of ‘Monastic Landscapes’) was drunk on feast
days at the Abbeys instead of ale.
Swarming bees were captured in May and placed inside
‘skeps’, which were woven from straw or ling (heather). This was twisted and
bound together with lengths of bramble stem. Willow sticks were put inside on
which the bees could form their honeycomb and, in September, the honey was
harvested by shaking the bees out and then removing the honey combs and wax.
Sadly, using this method, the hive might be damaged and bees killed in the process
of removing the honey.

8. Medieval Rabbit Warrens in Nidderdale
Rabbits seem so British don’t they? Our story books are full of them: Peter Rabbit, The
Velveteen Rabbit, the White Rabbit in Alice in Wonderland. So,
you might be surprised to know that rabbits don’t come from
Britain. In fact, it is thought that the Romans brought them
here. And even then, the first rabbits were not properly introduced until—you guessed it—the Middle Ages; around the 12th
Century to be a little more precise...and perhaps we wouldn’t
have quite so many rabbits in Nidderdale if it wasn’t for the
monks.
What do monks have to do with rabbits?
The monks bred rabbits in large enclosed fields called Warrens
because they were valuable for their meat and soft fur; sometimes even ‘pillow mounds’ of earth were made for the
animals to burrow into. If you look carefully on
Ordnance Survey maps of Nidderdale, you can see old rabbit
warrens marked on the map. One such warren is at Gouthwaite
Farm (see map in Horses Information Sheet) and another is at
Wilsill where there is still a property called Warren House. Look
carefully and you will see that the farm nearby is called Rabbit Hill Farm.
What did a medieval rabbit warren look like?
The Warrens were normal-looking fields or hills,
usually enclosed with high stone walls to keep foxes
and poachers out as well as to keep the rabbits in.
The large walls, such as those at Gouthwaite Farm,
have tiny holes at the bottom called ‘smoots’ which
can be blocked off or opened to let the rabbits in or
out. Local farmer, John Rayner of Gouthwaite has explained that rabbits were still
caught in a similar way when he was younger, usually not on their way out of the
warren, but on their way back in. They would come out to graze on the lush grass outside the warren, but when frightened by dogs or ferrets, they would rush to the smoot
holes to return to the warren. The warreners would be waiting to catch them in a net
or knock them out. Looking after the rabbits was obviously an important job, because
at some rabbit warrens in England, there was even a lodge built for the
warreners. So, if you have pesky long-eared friends sneaking into your garden and
stealing your vegetables, now you know who to blame.

9. Getting about Nidderdale in the
Middle Ages
Why do the roads in Nidderdale wiggle?
As we rush from one place to another in our cars, we probably don’t think about
why our roads twist and turn. It would make more sense if they went in a straight
line, wouldn’t it? However, if you do think about it, every bend and bump is part of
our history from the days when our roads started
their life as tracks. There would be good reasons
for them to turn this way and that. After all, our
ancestors would have meandered and turned on
foot, horseback and, later, in carts as they avoided
trees, bogs, roots, rocks or, possibly, unfriendly
neighbours on their way through the valley. So, our
roads are rarely straight—apart from a few
‘Roman’ ones.
Roads into our past
Many ancient routes, some of which were here long before the monks ever came,
have become bigger, wider and busier, such as the road we drive on to Greenhow
from Pateley in one direction and from Pateley to
Do you think we’re
on the wrong side of
Ripon in the other. Some are more recent,
the highway?
including parts of the main road to the West of
Gouthwaite reservoir and from Summerbridge to
Wilsill. However, there are some ancient tracks in
the dale which have not changed much. We know
these as ‘green lanes’, or ‘hollow ways’. They exist
almost as ‘ghost’ roads across the countryside,
empty apart from the occasional walker, sheep or
farmer. Yet, these very routes may have been the
‘superhighways’ of
They’ve got to be Byland
their time; full
sheep!
of the traffic of
the Middle Ages: sheep, cattle, ducks and pack horses. You can
often see where they have been ‘hollowed out’ by
more than 400 years worth of feet and hooves!
These routes help us to look into Nidderdale’s
past and give us an idea of just how hard life must
have been. A number of these — but not all of
There was an agreement that the route over them — were used by the monks to get from the
the moor from Fountains Abbey to Bouthwaite Grange could also be used by Byland to Abbeys to their farms. We know this, because they
get to their Grange at Ramsgill.
are mentioned in old documents of the time.

Why did monks need roads?
‘Roads’ were essential to the life of the Abbeys and their workers in Nidderdale. A
good network of routes was needed to ‘join’ Byland and Fountains Abbeys to their
land and allow them to move animals and produce from their farms, as well as lead,
iron and coal from their mines in Nidderdale. The easiest way to travel around in
those days would have been on foot, with a packhorse or donkey carrying your heavy
bags strapped to it. Oxen and carts were also used for larger and heavier loads, but
these could easily get stuck in mud and on rocks.
How could you find your way to Nidderdale?
There were very few maps in the Middle Ages and there were certainly no ‘Sat Navs’,
so how did people find their way around? Well, it was difficult. The ‘roads’ would have
been rocky and muddy in places and, once they went
onto the moors, very tricky to follow. To help with
this problem, it was quite common in those days, to
put up crosses and stone markers to help travellers
find their way. Some of these still exist, such as the
standing stones up on Dallow Moor on the route to
Kirkby Malzeard and the Lacon Cross which marks
one route from
Nidderdale to
Fountains Abbey. Also, the crosses at places on the
moor such as Craven Cross and Stumps Cross might
have long gone, but the names of the places remind
us that there were probably markers there too. It
would certainly have been scary walking in the dark
or in mist, with no torches or good lights and knowing that wolves were roaming the countryside.
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This is part of a very early map of Yorkshire made by Christopher
Saxton dating from 1577. It is part of a very early atlas belonging
to Elizabeth I’s Secretary of State. It clearly shows Nidderdale—
known as ‘Netherdale’, but just because it does not show roads,
does not meant that they didn’t exist!

The Nidderdale History group, along with Bernard Jennings
A Professor of Local History, mapped the routes mentioned in the
Monastic charters in the book ‘A History of Nidderdale’. The monks’
routes of Upper Nidderdale are shown in black. Other even older roads
are in bold red and other routes which would have been used are not
marked, because we do not always have the evidence to prove it.

How did they get over rivers and streams in those days?
Solving the problem of how to get across rivers and streams must have been one of the
biggest challenges for the monks of Fountains and Byland. They needed to move animals
and produce across the dale but, apart from swimming, there were only two main choices
for getting across water in the Middle Ages: the bridge and the ford. Bridges were usually
made of wood to start with and then sometimes rebuilt
with stone. Fords, on the other hand, were a type of stone
road surface built across a shallow part of the river and
people would have to ‘wade’ through. Sometimes a ford
for carts was built next to a bridge, especially where the
bridge was narrow. Bridges or fords were so important that
they could quite easily cause a village or town to grow next
to them. People would find it convenient to live near to a
crossing as they would not have to travel miles up or
downstream just to get across the river. Also, traders with
things to sell might wait there because they would know
that customers would have to cross the river there.
Where, in Nidderdale could a monk cross the valley and keep his habit dry?
If you could guess one place in Upper Nidderdale where you could get over the river Nidd
with dry feet, you would probably guess Pateley Bridge. The clue is in the name, right?
However, Patheley was a place with a path, through a ‘ley’ (meadow) long before there
was any mention of a bridge! Perhaps the lay-brothers of Nidderdale got fed up with
getting their habits soggy as they went from one side of the valley to the other at Pateley
but, whoever built it, by 1320 a bridge must have been in place because the crossing was
known from then on as ‘Patheley Brige’. This name-change (written in old documents) is
the only evidence we have. By contrast, further north along the valley, at Ramsgill, the
Byland Abbey lay-brothers had enjoyed dry-footed crossings for at least 100 years
already. It is thought that Byland Abbey built the bridge to their grange atRamsgill in the
12th Century. However, the village of Wath (which actually means ‘ford across a river’)
didn’t get a bridge until the 1500s.
Tolls and trolls
Everyone knows that ‘trolls’ live under bridges! But how many
of you know about tolls and bridges? Bridges were (and still
are) expensive to build and repair and so, in the Middle Ages,
people were charged money (a toll) to cross over them. In
1155, King Henry II decided that the monks did not have to pay
any bridge or river tolls. The Nidderdale monks must have
been happy about that.
Where really old bridges still exist, as they do in Nidderdale at Thornthwaite, Hampsthwaite, Ramsgill and Birstwith, they are often known as ‘pack horse’ bridges. People
would pack the things they needed onto a horse or donkey’s back or into a small cart and lead them along the
bumpy pathways. The walls of these bridges were made
deliberately low so that they didn’t prevent a horse with
wide panniers from passing over.

10. The Black Death comes to Nidderdale
The Black Death sounds terrible doesn’t it? And it was. In those days, people called it ‘The
Plague’, but they didn’t know what caused the revolting dark swellings which grew in
people’s armpits and elsewhere on the body.
It was in July 1349 that it reached Nidderdale. We now know that it was a
disease spread by infected fleas which lived on the black rat. A bite from one of these fleas
was all it took to give you the plague. Some people (very few) recovered from the bubonic
plague (called this because of the bumps or ‘buboes’ on the body), but if your lungs were infected with the disease (pneumonic plague), you would die, but not before you had caused it
to spread by coughing. Up to half of the population of Nidderdale died.
The plague returned and then left the dale again in the 1360s killing even more people. By
this time, an enormous impact had been made on the lives of those still
alive. Whole families had been wiped out and even the Nidderdale
landscape started to change. This was partly because, due to the Black
Death, some land was no longer farmed at all. It was also because, in
the villages where people still lived, they had to work out how to farm
the land with the very few people still left.
At that time, most of Upper Nidderdale was being farmed by the Abbeys, their lay-brothers and servants. After the Black Death, there were
no longer enough lay-brothers to work the Grange farms. The Abbeys
started to pay others to run the farms for them as keepers and some
were rented out for money. Overall, fewer workers produced less and
this had a big effect on the
wealth of the Abbeys.

This is how an area of land that was being farmed by
peasants could have looked in Medieval times.

People could not explain the Plague at the time. It
had spread across Europe. This is an engraving made
in Florence where 16,000 people died. There is a
comet in the picture and they may have thought this
had something to do with it.

Much of the countryside where
you could grow crops and keep animals was still completely open in the Middle Ages. It was called common
land (or ‘waste’ if it was not really being used for farming). People shared the land using the ‘Open Field System’ which means that long thin strips of land were
farmed by each family. These were often not next to
each other. Over time, and with spare land available
after so many had died, people found that it was less
work to have their pieces of land next to each other.
So people swopped strips of land and families created
larger fields. Sometimes, they were allowed to
‘enclose’ these or, in other words, build fences and
walls around them. This started to create a landscape
that looks more like the patchwork of fields and walls
we have in Nidderdale today.

Although the black death was a horrific tragedy, it could be argued that, over time, there was
a positive side for ordinary people who survived. It is possible that servants of the Abbeys
who had few rights of their own, may have found themselves in better positions, possibly as
paid workers or tenants. In some cases, tenants became significant land owners who, in later
generations, had much higher social standing. Other peasant workers would probably be
able to ask for better working terms or threaten to go and work for someone else.

The Feudal System and Nidderdale

Teacher notes:
The feudal system is a very simplified way of explaining the system of land ownership and power
introduced by William I in the Middle Ages. In reality, the situation was a lot more complicated.
However, a diagram such as the one above, does help explain the nature of hierarchy, control and
the importance of status and nobility versus serfdom in the Middle Ages. It also helps to explain how
a King could remain in control of his Kingdom.
These notes are in two parts: first of all, the background to ‘The Feudal System’ itself and secondly,
an explanation of why this system might have worked slightly differently in Upper Nidderdale,
especially when the monasteries ran the outlying Grange Farms themselves using lay-brothers rather
than peasants.
The background to the feudal system
In 1066, William the Conqueror (of France) landed in England and won a victory against King Harold
at the Battle of Hastings. William needed to gain control of this country and so he divided land
between his loyal nobles who were to control it. They were allowed to use and farm areas of land
called ‘manors’ and, in return, they provided the king with taxes, soldiers and their loyalty. The
noblemen also had to let the King to stay with him at their own expense when the king was travelling
through that part of the country. These nobles would often live in a castle which would possibly be
surrounded by one or a number of peasant villages.
The manors would normally be too large for these noblemen to control alone and so they would, in
turn, divide their land between their favoured knights and tenants. In return, the knights provided
the nobleman with loyalty and protection and collected taxes on his behalf. The knights, or tenants,
allowed peasants and serfs to live on and work the land, but the peasants had to spend the largest
amount of time working on the knight’s land delivering produce to meet the knight’s or his
nobleman’s needs. Peasants were allowed to spend some spare time working land for themselves so
that they had food to eat. Serfs were even lower in the hierarchy than peasants. They were owned
by their Lord and ‘tied’ to the land. They were not allowed to have their own property and, if they
wanted to marry, needed their Lord’s permission.
This system of hierarchy and control appears to have become accepted in the Middle Ages, with subsequent monarchs ruling in the same way.

Nidderdale and the feudal system
The situation was similar in Nidderdale in many respects. For example, Noblemen such as ’Gospatric’,
Earl of Northumbria, had been given control of the land known as ‘Bernicia’ by William. This included
most of Nidderdale (In fact, he paid King William a large sum of money for the privilege).
The control of the dale later passed to other noblemen, such as Roger de Mowbray, and to the church.
Where the Abbeys had control of the land, it could be argued that the Abbot took the place of
nobleman in the feudal system and, below him were the Grange tenants and Grange keepers who
looked after his land. They, in turn, used servants to do some of the manual work.
Nonetheless, the situation is not totally straightforward. First of all, Cistercians (as founded by Bernard
of Clairvaux), did not believe in having ‘serfs’. Instead, their idea was to use lay-brothers to do the manual work on the land. It is also known that the lay-brothers themselves had servants, which means that
it is not clear how the servants and lay-brothers fit into the ‘Feudal System’ hierarchy. It appears that
some lay-brothers were people of status—and others were not. It is also not clear to what extent the
servants were tied to their jobs, or were free.
Secondly, the situation was unusual in Upper Nidderdale because we know that in 1068 the Upper dale
was all but empty of people. Many were likely to have been killed by King William’s men after 1069 in an
event that has become known as ‘the harrowing of the North’. This was a revenge attack by King William
following a rebellion against him by the Northumbrians (including Gospatric, who was stripped of his
lands as a result). Any inhabitants of Nidderdale who survived this may have died of starvation as much
of the land and animals were destroyed too.
This situation appears to be confirmed by the fact that when the monasteries were granted land in Upper Nidderdale, no mention was made at all (in the documents) of any existing people, settled villages or
farmed land. This means that the monks who started to work the land in Upper Nidderdale were not
slotting into an existing established system of peasants working for their masters in this location,
because there were very few peasants at all.
Additional notes on the Harrowing of the North:
The ‘Harrowing of the North’ is said to have taken place because of a rebellion against King William in
1069 by the Northumbrians (including Gospatric). That Autumn, with the help of the Kings of Denmark
and Scotland, the Northumbrians wiped out William’s Norman army at Durham and laid siege to York.
Nidderdale was to suffer terribly for this.
William not only defeated the uprising, but then went on to destroy towns and villages across
Northumbria and Yorkshire in revenge. In the Domesday book of 1086, all fourteen places listed in Nidderdale are described as ‘waste’. Historians of the time painted a gruesome picture, describing how
people were killed, houses burned and cattle, farm implements and crops destroyed. Those who
escaped were said to be starving and were reduced to eating cats and dogs while bodies lay on the
highways because there was no-one to bury them. There is some disagreement about whether is an
exaggeration of what happened or not. Some argue that it would not have been possible for William’s
men to cause the level of destruction described across such a wide area in the time available.
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